TO: Devlin Stone
FROM: David Lear
Date: 30 January 3080
Having focused the first report on our largest potential obstacle and threat, this report will focus on the nation that is arguably our largest
potential ally and source of imported arms and armor. The Federated Suns military industrial complex is so wide reaching and varied that the
AFFS Field Report was only able to touch on its impact to the realm’s rebuilding efforts. This report will provide the other half of the story as the
Federated Suns continues to transform and reorganize its military.
Even after our own defense industry efforts are complete, Victor believes we will still have a strong need for outside sources of military equipment. Whether it will be to fill niches we cannot address ourselves, or providing parts or supplies for “grandfathered” equipment, the Federated
Suns is likely to be one of our larger trading partners (perhaps second only to the Lyrans).
Additionally, the security of the Federated Suns is in our best interest, to help ensure stability of our rimward/anti-spinward borders. To this
end, understanding the strengths and weaknesses of their defense industry is as important as understanding those of the other realms on our
future borders.

How to Use this Book

Objectives: Federated Suns is a BattleTech companion to the Field Report PDF-exclusive series that is designed to provide
campaign players and gamemasters with information about the state of the Federated Suns’ military-industrial complex
immediately following the liberation of Terra during the Jihad (and before the eventual formation of the Republic of the Sphere).
This first section of this book—the Suns Overview—is a brief update on the history of the systems within the Federated Suns.
Split up into two groups, the first is Industrial Update and the second is Strategic Integrity detailing what happened to them as a
whole during the Jihad
The next chapter, Industrial State, covers the state of all the major military industrial companies still functioning and producing
war material for its various provinces and what defending units are stationed within the system. Listing the systems by March,
the subsections are broken up into Industrial Systems that have war material and components being produced in that system, and
Strategic Systems that are Suns’ capitals and other systems containing logistical targets such as refit centers, academies, and nonproduction dry docks.
Upcoming Projects covers new facilities and lines currently being built or being converted to in efforts to rebuild from the losses
suffered during the Jihad.
Finally, Rules Annex provides an index for where to find advanced game rules using the information from the planetary statistic
boxes and loose guidelines for creating planetary and local militia defense forces typical to Draconis Combine installations.
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Federated Suns Overview

On the face of things, the Federated Suns’ infrastructure appears to have weathered the
storms of the Jihad with remarkable resilience. As has been observed in numerous public
and secret reports, the realm’s large size was its best defense, spreading out manufacturing and supporting companies across the entire breadth of its borders. A deeper review,
however, reveals a state that suffered a constant series of body blows that will hamper its
production abilities for decades to come. While many of the surviving Suns’ factories are operating at or near peak performance, these are a stark contrast to the smoking ruins marking the loss of some of its most vital production centers. In essence, the surviving factories
and infrastructure are covering the gaping wounds—and these resources are being tapped
to their limits. Thus, despite appearances to the contrary, the Federated Suns is easily just as
damaged by the Jihad as the other major states.

Industrial Update

An Elegant Solution
Yvonne’s creation of the Periphery March is
a definite sign of her growing political maturity.
One of the many outcomes of the Camelot Summit, the Periphery proclamation solved (or blunted) a number of issues facing her struggling nation. By ennobling Raymond-Roger Marsin as
lord of the Periphery March, she recognized his
efforts to stabilize the region and neatly tied his
loyalty back to the crown. He now has the formal
recognition and charter to stabilize the realm’s
frontiers while also being formally accountable
to New Avalon. His elevation to Duke, and the
creation of an entirely new march military command has allowed Marshal Jon Davion to insert
a new command layer that is heavily populated
with New Avalon loyalists.
The creation of the Periphery March and
elevation of Marsin has also raised the PrincessRegent’s popularity among the people of the
Outback, who see this as New Avalon finally
recognizing that these worlds need attention.
It has even further raised her star in the Crucis
March, where many political leaders are happy
to see the Outback cut loose from “feeding off
the prosperous.”
Finally the absorption of the Warren PDZ,
into the Periphery March, has cut the Capellan
March’s border with the Taurian Concordat in
half, and has also reduced the naval power of
New Syrtis by placing Firgrove’s growing yards
under Duke Marsin’s control. With one action,
Yvonne has dealt with many of the demons and
specters that threaten the stability of her realm.

If one were to look at the Federated Suns’ current military production in isolation,
one could easily be convinced that this realm escaped the worst of the Jihad in good
condition. This is easily understandable, with the majority of the realm’s current military
industries operating at better than seventy percent efficiency. What is not seen, is the
true damage to the state’s military infrastructure. For example, recently issued star charts
for the Crucis March no longer show the Galax system, and it is likely still a decade before
salvage teams can even begin to contemplate combing the mountain tomb of Kallon’s
Talon facilities. House Davion’s scars run deep, and like an amputated leg, the phantom
pain is still very real.
Of the surviving military contractors, Kallon has fallen the farthest, and is a shadow of
its former greatness. While it has been able to bring online secondary locations, it will be
at least two decades or more before they can reach anything approaching their pre-Jihad
production levels. New Avalon has taken an active hand in keeping Kallon operational and
solvent—most notably in their actions to force Salvatore Inc. to sell Kallon some of its Layover facilities. Kallon will survive, but it will be a long, long time before it thrives.
General Motors’ military division remains precariously perched on the lip of financial
insolvency. While its vehicle and battle armor lines are producing at record levels, the company’s Herculean efforts to rebuild its many damaged BattleMech lines have eaten away
both its profit margins and much of its financial reserves. The setbacks of repeated attacks
on all of GM’s primary facilities only exacerbated these issues and the company has had to
rely on several large bailout loans from New Avalon to continue operating. It is clearly in
New Avalon’s best interest to keep this conglomerate operational within the Suns’ borders,
and the company is now deeply indebted to the government.
The Suns’ naval infrastructure is both good and shattered. The only yard capable of repairing the state’s remaining WarShips is still months
from being able to begin work on the FSS New Syrtis. Until then, the Fox-class corvette will remain unable to jump. Meanwhile, the JumpShip
yards at Panpour and Delavan are working virtually round the clock to ramp up their services, but it will still be some time yet before Invader
production will resume over Kathil, meaning that even basic interstellar resources will remain scarce realm-wide for years to come. In contrast,
the Suns is producing DropShips and aerospace fighters faster than any other combat units save battle armor. With JumpShips so rare, these
light naval forces will be largely static in their final deployments. This will support Regent Yvonne’s strict defensive policies and likely prevent the
kind of unwanted cross-border adventurism by AFFS forces that has plagued the realm in recent decades.

Strategic Integrity
Continuing to face a growing generation gap (See Field Report: AFFS), Marshal of the Armies Jon Davion has been searching around for a solution before it becomes epidemic. Existing veterans and retired veterans are being heavily encouraged to remain in (or return to) the AFFS, while
Davion has pushed for a ramp up of training programs to provide younger soldiers with greater hands-on experience before they are forced to
learn it in active combat.
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Capellan March

Second to only the Crucis March in industrial importance, the
Capellan March is home to some of the most iconic of the Federated
Suns’ defense industries—or, at least, it used to be. The complete
loss of Kallon’s factories on Talon and the near-total destruction of
General Motors’ Kathil factories are only the most obvious signs of
the devastation leveled upon the Federated Suns’ anti-spinward
march. Caught between the triple anvils of the Word of Blake,
a vengeful Capellan Confederation and a near suicidal Taurian
Concordat, today’s Capellan March is a far cry from its post-Fourth
War heyday.
It is not surprising that defense industries here are slow to rebuild.
With border security still flimsy at best, many industrial giants are
putting their focus into their civilian arms at the expense of slower
or no rebuilding of their military infrastructure. In some instances,
whole companies have ceased to exist. The most notable example
is the iconic Kathil Shipworks. With orbiting construction yards
completely destroyed and the zenith yards massively damaged, the
company became insolvent, selling what few assets remained to
Federated Boeing.

Wangker Aerospace
Main Products: Corsair, Thunderbird Aerospace Fighters
Location: Topell
Local Terrain: Flatlands
Local Climate: Windy

NAIS College of Military
Sciences Training Facility
Main Programs: Infantry, Battle Armor, BattleMech, Conventional
Vehicles
Location: Fort Vanders (Navidad)
Local Terrain: Mountain (Deep Snow)
Local Climate: Windy (Snow)
With the main NAIS complex still rebuilding, some senior
classmen will be completing their studies at the NAIS mountain
training complex for the next several years.

Industrial Systems
Axton
Star Type (Recharge Time): K2V (193 hours)
Position in System: 3
Time to Jump Point: 4.85 days
Number of Satellites: 2 (Jerimiah, Greenback)
Surface Gravity: 1.00
Atmospheric Pressure: Standard (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 22° C (Temperate)
Surface Water: 50 percent
Recharging Station: None
HPG Class: B
Highest Native Life: Reptile
Population: 1,613,890,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: B-B-B-B-C
Defending Forces: None
Landmasses (Capital City): Magdalena (Barros), Momposina, Navidad, Pesares
Importance: Industrial, Logistical
The majority of Axton’s population lives on the temperate
Magdalena continent, while most mining is done on the icy
northern and southern Momposina and Navidad landmasses.

Bell
Star Type (Recharge Time): A8V (169 hours)
Position in System: 10
Time to Jump Point: 25.77 days
Number of Satellites: 3 (Dhammazedi, Mingun, Rovereto)
Surface Gravity: 1.20
Atmospheric Pressure: Standard (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 28° C (Arid)
Surface Water: 20 percent
Recharging Station: None
HPG Class: B
Highest Native Life: Amphibious
Population: 469,620,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: C-C-C-B-D
Defending Forces: None
Landmasses (Capital City): Cambridge (Mycroft), York, Umbria
Importance: Industrial
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Rules Annex
The following section is provided to assist both players and gamemasters in providing guidelines and reference tables for those wishing to use Objectives create a game or campaign around one of the
listed (or a newly made up) target system, factory, or city. The following rules primarily rely on the players’ understanding of the core game
play rules found in Total Warfare (TW) and Tactical Operations (TO), but
additional references may be made to Strategic Operations (SO).
Players and gamemasters alike should realize that these rules are
more actually a set of suggestions than they are “hard and fast” rules
for game campaigns. Those creating tracks and scenarios are encouraged to accept, modify, or even completely ignore these rules if
they prove too cumbersome.

Using Planetary
Information

Number of Satellites
This line indicates how many natural satellites (moons) the target
world has (and their names, if applicable). Many orbital facilities may
be found in the LaGrange Points (regions where the gravitational
forces between the planet and its moon or moons cancel each other
out), and some of these same points (specifically, places near the L-1
points) are occasionally used as “pirate points” by daring raiders who
wish to radically cut down transit times and local defense preparations. In night combat situations, worlds with one or more moons or
rings may produce lighting effects caused by solar reflections off the
lunar surfaces (depending, of course, on lunar phases), while worlds
without any moons at all may present equally distracting effects. To
reflect these possible effects as applicable, see the Full Moon Night,
Moonless Night, or Pitch Black rules, on p. 58 of Tactical Operations.

Surface Gravity

Each of the objective systems in this book was presented with
a block of basic planetary data. This data provides key details that
players can use to further tailor their game play, reflecting the
unique features of the target world and the objective in question.
The following rules identify the core rules that apply, based on the
indicated world data.

Surface Gravity has a distinct affect on the performance of virtually all combat units in game play. Values higher than 1.00 reflect
worlds where units are significantly heavier than they are under normal Terran gravity, while values lower than 1.00 reflect worlds where
units are significantly lighter. The full effects of gravity on combat
may be found on p. 55 of Tactical Operations.

Atmospheric Pressure

Star Type, Position in System,
Time to Jump Point
These lines are most pertinent to the advanced aerospace aspects of gameplay defined in Strategic Operations, and will generally have no impact on games that focus entirely on ground combat.
Star Type identifies the color, size, and stability of the world’s
primary star, as well as how long an arriving JumpShip requires to
charge its K-F drive while in system (using only its jump sail). Particularly large and/or unstable stars can be prone to odd lighting
effects that can affect combat, such as glares and solar flares. Rules
for Glare and Solar Flare effects may be found in Tactical Operations
(see p. 58, TO).
Position in System indicates how many orbital positions away
from the star the world orbits; a “position” could be held by other
planets or asteroid belts.
The Time to Jump Point indicates how many days’ worth of travel
DropShips accelerating (at 1 G, the same acceleration produced by
gravity on Terra) would take to travel from the system’s standard zenith or nadir jump points to the target world. This transit time includes a mid-point turnover and 1 G deceleration rate as well, which
are standard transit rates to and from most worlds. Longer distances
between the world and its local jump point mean longer transit
times for incoming vessels and thus more time for local defenders
to arrange defenses once they realize there are inbound attackers.

This detail describes the relative density and breathability of
the local atmosphere, and can have a profound impact on game
play if the atmosphere is anything but “Standard (Breathable)”.
Thinner or Thicker atmospheres can affect the use of several unit
types in gameplay and may even have an impact on weather conditions (see Local Weather Rules, later in this section). Likewise,
atmospheres classified as Tainted or Toxic can affect how various
combat units function and suffer damage in game play. For rules
covering Atmospheric Pressure, see pp. 54-55 of Tactical Operations for pressure variations, and p. 56 of Tactical Operations for
Tainted and Toxic Atmosphere effects.

Equatorial Temperature
and Surface Water
A world’s Equatorial Temperature helps define whether the world
can be broadly classified as hot, warm, or cold by indicating the
temperate (in degrees Celsius) it averages at the equator—typically
the warmest region on the planet’s surface. Temperatures at the
north and south pole of most worlds may average as much as 30
degrees colder than at the world’s equator, but it is always important
to know that local conditions such as weather and terrain can vary
these averages somewhat. Nevertheless, the equatorial temperature helps players gauge whether much of the world will likely be
arctic, tropical, desert, and so forth. If objectives fall in regions where
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Local Terrain and Climate
Finally, the local terrain and climate around the target site is identified. These factors help players set up the battlefield by helping to
identify what mapsheets and/or terrain dominates the lands around
the target site. For the Local Terrain, this most directly defines the
specific Random Mapsheet Table (see p. 263, TW) that applies to the
region around the target site. If a site indicates Orbital terrain, it is a
space station, and thus all action would take space on a space mapsheet. If additional advanced terrain features apply—most often the
Heavy Industrial Zone feature—they will be noted in parentheses
beside the Local Terrain listing, and can be found by referencing the
terrain tables on p. 69 of Tactical Operations.
Local Climate then defines the dominant weather “type” that
forces may encounter in the vicinity of the objective (Mild, Windy,
Rainy, Snowy, or Stormy). This is a broad classification of weather
conditions that are common to that site, but the actual nature of any
weather at the time forces land and do battle in the area can vary
randomly. To reflect this, before a scenario begins, the game master
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Mild

Windy

Rainy

1

No Weather

No Weather

No Weather

*

2

No Weather

Table 1 (–1)

Table 2 (–1)

Table 4 (–1)

3

Table 1 (–1)

Table 1 (+0)

Table 2 (+0)

Table 4 (+0)

4

Table 2 (–1)

Table 1 (+1)

Table 2 (+1)

Table 4 (+1)

5

Table 3 (–1)

Table 2 (–1)

Table 3 (–2)

Table 3 (+2)

6

Table 4 (–2)

Table 4 (–2)

Table 4 (–2)

Stormy

Table 2 (+2)

Weather Table 1:
Wind

*Roll 1D6 Again; On 1-3 No Weather; On 4, Table 1 (–1); on 5, Table 2 (–1); on 6, table 3 (–1)

Weather Table 2:
Rain

In addition to planetary data, each entry listed in this book also
includes brief data on the various factories and facilities that make
critical objectives for BattleTech campaigns. These objectives come in
two broad classes: production sites and training sites. Production sites
(factories and such) will be identified by listing what their main products are, while training sites are identified by listing what their main
programs are. In both cases, an attacker may expect some of the site’s
“products” scrambled to defend the target sites. For example, a factory that produces Pegasus hovertanks will likely field a home defense
force that includes Pegasus hovertanks, while a training academy that
includes BattleMech programs will have a home defense force that
includes cadets (and instructors) piloting BattleMechs.
The locations of these sites (by city/county, and landmass) will
then be listed. These tie into the planet’s local geography, as defined
under the planet’s Landmasses data.

Roll

Weather Table 3:
Snow

Using
Target Site Data

Local Weather Tables

Weather Table 4:
Combined

Finally, a world’s Importance defines its main role(s) in the infrastructure of its parent realm. Worlds with Industrial importance reflect those where factory development is significant and vital to the
military capabilities of the parent state. Logistical worlds are those
that play a key role in raising or training military forces and/or supplying basic war materials not covered by heavy industrial output.
Command worlds are those with significant interstellar government
functions, such as regional capitals and military command centers.
Raiders tend to favor Industrial worlds for their resources and finished products, while invasion forces tend to favor targeting Command and Logistical centers to cripple the enemy’s leadership and
supply lines pending (if possible) the conquest of Industrial worlds.

1D6 Result

Weather Conditions

0 or less

No Weather

1

Light Gale (see p. 61, TO)

2

Moderate Gale (see p. 61, TO)

3

Strong Gale (see p. 61, TO)

4

Storm (see p. 61, TO)

5

Tornado F1-F3 (see p. 61, TO)

6+

Tornado F4+ (see p. 62, TO)

1D6 Result

Weather Conditions

0 or less

No Weather

1

Light Fog (see p. 57, TO)

2

Heavy Fog (see p. 57, TO)

3

Light Rainfall (see p. 59, TO)

4

Moderate Rainfall (see p. 59, TO)

5

Heavy Rainfall (see p. 59, TO)

6+

Torrential Downpour (see p. 59, TO)

1D6 Result

Weather Conditions

0 or less

No Weather

1

Sleet (see p. 60, TO)

2

Light Hail (see p. 57, TO)

3

Heavy Hail (see p. 58, TO)

4

Light Snowfall (see p. 60, TO)

5

Moderate Snowfall (see p. 60, TO)

6+

Heavy Snowfall (see p. 60, TO)

1D6 Result

Weather Conditions

0 or less

No Weather

1

Gusting Rain (see p. 59, TO)

2

Snow Flurries (see p. 60, TO)

3

Blizzard (see p. 60, TO)

4

Blowing Sand (see p. 62, TO)

5

Ice Storm (see p. 62, TO)

6+

Lightning Storm (see p. 59, TO)

